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Independent Observer
Friday, 23 May 2008
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Awoko
Friday, 23 May 2008

[Umaru Fofana heads the BBC World Service Trust’s coverage of the Taylor Trial]
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The Informer (Liberia)
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New Democrat (Liberia)
Thursday, 22 May 2008
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The Times (South Africa)
Sunday, 25 May 2008
When international justice is feared as colonisation by law
At best, the Rwandan and Ugandan governments fundamentally misunderstand the tenets of basic legal
process
Because it will matter most here, African states have to negotiate issues like sovereignty and selectivity
with deftness and nuance
The application of global legal accountability is no open and shut case, writes Nicole Fritz
In 2001, outside Freetown in Sierra Leone, some colleagues and I spoke at a demobilisation camp about
the soon-to-be-established Special Court for Sierra Leone.
As clichéd as it sounds, I remember the eyes of those assembled as being cold and dead, behind which
nothing seemed to penetrate. But something obviously did — because at the break several men scuttled
off to their commanders, stationed not far outside the camp.
The commanders promptly let it be known that there would be no more demobilisation and disarmament
if there were any further talk of prosecutions.
We were unceremoniously ejected from the camp by a Nigerian contingent of United Nations
peacekeepers.
A few weeks later, in the towns of Bo and Kenema, to which peace had only recently come, we attempted
to give the same talk to several local communities.
Their agitation was much more evident. “Why upset a still-fragile peace?” “The rebels will simply take up
their weapons once more.”
And then: “If you’re so concerned for justice, what about schools, and roads, and clean-drinking water
and healthcare?”
As it happens, the Special Court and prosecutions did go ahead and, as yet, there has been no return to
warfare — but only the misinformed could believe that an insistence on international accountability and
justice alone secured ultimate peace.
This peace/justice dynamic — its interrelationship, tension, balance — has been the central theme of what
is called “transitional justice” from the time the field first excited interest.
That law is informed by political considerations is not a new insight, but transitional justice does throw
the question into sharper relief.
This month, the US Supreme Court upheld a decision (albeit on a technicality) allowing companies to be
sued for aiding and abetting in the commission of the crime of apartheid — a crime against humanity, but
nonetheless a crime that happened far outside the US.
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In South Africa, the Southern Africa Litigation Centre has asked the National Prosecuting Authority to
investigate, with a view to prosecuting, crimes against humanity committed in Zimbabwe — beyond
South Africa’s borders.
These are only two examples of what has become an increasing trend: that courts far from the places
where the crimes were committed are being asked to secure accountability and redress.
In the May issue of Vanity Fair, eminent international lawyer Philippe Sands — who acted in the court
case brought to secure the arrest of General Augusto Pinochet in London for extradition to Spain in order
to stand trial for crimes committed in Chile — compellingly argues that senior US government lawyers
can and should be prosecuted for war crimes for acts of torture committed in Guantanamo.
“For some of those involved in the Guantanamo decisions, prudence may well dictate a more cautious
approach to international travel,” he writes.
“And for some the future may hold a tap on the shoulder.”
This use of national courts and national legal systems to enforce international law seems a variation of a
development at the close of the millennium, which saw the proliferation of international criminal
tribunals, first for the former Yugoslavia, then for Rwanda, then hybrid courts for Sierra Leone and
Cambodia and, most radically, the permanent International Criminal Court.
All of these institutions are premised on the principle of universal jurisdiction — the same principle that
allows for prosecutions for international crimes, the most serious human rights crimes, before national
courts.
And so it seems a little odd that the most forceful and scathing critique of universal jurisdiction of late has
come not from the likes of Henry Kissinger, although he has certainly made his objections known, but
from the Rwandan government — a government that asked the UN to set up an international criminal
tribunal to prosecute those responsible for the 1994 genocide.
The statement delivered by the Rwandan government to an April 2008 meeting of the African Union
ministers of Justice and attorneys general would have been extraordinary for its title alone: “The Issue of
‘Universal Jurisdiction’ Where Foreign Judges Allocate Themselves the Duty and Responsibility to Take
Over, Control and Dominate Judicial Process in Independent Sovereign States for the Purpose of Political
Gain.”
But the statement was more remarkable still because the accusation that “foreign judges seek to recolonise
Africa through a form of ‘judicial coup d’etat’ under the guise of ‘judicial independence’ and ‘universal
jurisdiction’ ” resulted in a declaration of the AU meeting to the effect that “the abuse of the principle of
‘universal jurisdiction’ by some non-African states is a great affront to the sovereignty of states”.
Rwanda is particularly incensed by the indictments issued by Spanish and French judges of key figures in
what used to be called the Rwandese Patriotic Army, now the Rwanda Defence Forces.
Uganda’s President Yoweri Museveni is also piqued that the principles of international justice aren’t quite
the expedient political tools he had hoped they would be.
Soon after the international criminal court was established, he appealed to it to investigate the crimes
committed by the Lord’s Resistance Army, and indictments were issued against LRA leader Joseph Kony
and four of his commanders in 2005.
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But in the face of domestic pressure and the LRA’s refusal to stop fighting unless the indictments were
withdrawn, Museveni recently indicated that doing so should be within his government’s power to
demand — because it had requested the court to investigate in the first place.
At best, the Rwandan and Ugandan governments fundamentally misunderstand the tenets of basic legal
process.
At worst, they opportunistically seek to uphold its application only in support of their own interests.
But specious and opportunistic though their complaints may be, they do nonetheless raise some interesting
questions .
It might seem proper for the many organisations concerned about the frightening escalation of atrocities in
Zimbabwe to call for prosecutions in South Africa for crimes against humanity committed there, when
Zimbabwean courts offer no real prospect of accountability and redress.
But would it still seem appropriate should there be a transition and Zimbabwean processes are in place?
Would it have been appropriate had a British or French court, for instance, sought to indict those given
amnesty under South Africa’s Truth and Reconciliation process?
Or even those leaders, instrumental in our transition, previously party to some of the worst abuses of
apartheid, who had never deigned to apply for amnesty?
That courts the world over have thus far deferred to South Africa’s decision to forego systematic
prosecutions suggests that sovereignty still exercises some weight in the application of international
justice principles.
And if sovereignty is a reality with which we must contend — albeit a sovereignty that compels respect
only for the democratic decisions of democratically elected governments — so too is the selectivity in the
application of international justice implicitly urged by Rwanda and Uganda, and at which we may balk.
After all, as positive a development as the recent US ruling is regarding apartheid and the Alien Tort
Claims Act, it hardly seems consistent that the direct perpetrators of the crime of apartheid — those who
instigated and authorised the policy, those who did the killing, maiming and torturing — have, by and
large, not been subjected to any punitive measures while corporations, which had a much less direct hand
in the commission of these crimes, now look more likely to pay a price.
At present Africa has the largest number of ratifications of the Rome Statute for the International Criminal
Court, and right now all situations under investigation at the International Criminal Court have occurred in
Africa.
Because it will matter most here, African states have to negotiate and consider issues like sovereignty and
selectivity — factors that complicate the application of international justice principles in ways not
suggested by a simple peace/justice dichotomy — with a deftness and nuance that submissions such as the
Rwandan government’s and the AU declaration don’t currently allow.

Fritz is director of the Southern Africa Litigation Centre
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Nations Unies

United Nations Mission in Liberia (UNMIL)
UNMIL Public Information Office Complete Media Summaries
23 May 2008
[The media summaries and press clips do not necessarily represent the views of UNMIL.]

Newspaper Summary

Swedish Military Delegation Confers With Defense Minister
(The Inquirer)

•
•

•
•

A high-powered military delegation from Sweden is in the country as guest of the Ministry of
National Defense.
The delegation, which is headed by Per Brostrom, a former military official in the Swedish
army, is in the country to do a follow-up assessment on the discussion the ministry had with
the Sweden authority as it relates to the defense support group. The four-man delegation met
with the Minister of National Defense as well as the Officer-In-Charge of the Armed Forces of
Liberia (AFL).
Defense Minister Brownie Samukai said that over the months, the Swedish government had
expressed interest to assist the ministry in the area of capacity building of the civilian sector
of the ministry as well as the provision of other technical assistance.
Addressing himself to what specific request was made to the Swedish government in assisting
the ministry, Minister Samukai said there is a defense support group, which has specific
interest in the security sector reform to include the training of the army and building the
capacity of the ministry.

Taylor’s Loyalists Angered at Blah’s Evidence – Plan Arson Attack on Premises
(Daily Observer)

•

A significant development only reported in the Daily Observer newspaper suggest that UN
peacekeepers have barricaded the residence of former President Moses Blah in Paynesville in
an effort to avert any attacks on residents. Daily Observer said the peacekeepers sealed off
Blah’s residence following purported plans by some disgruntled former combatants who are
contemplating arson attack on the premises. Blah, a key prosecution witness in the war
crimes trial of his former boss, Charles Taylor, has repeatedly reported security concerns
since his decision to testify in the trial.

Key Management Changes at Liberia’s Main Port
(The News, The Inquirer, Public Agenda, The Informer, Heritage)

•

The Board of Directors of the National Port Authority (NPA) has relieved two deputy managing
directors (Raymond Bruce, Sr. and Julius J Gooding) of their positions as part of an ongoing
reform process at the Port. The decision followed a recent saga involving the auctioning of
abandoned containers at the port. According to media reports, an internal investigation
conducted by the NPA management showed gross irregularities in the auction process.

Rivercess Citizens Questioned Expenditure of L$1.4M – Recommend Audit Local Officials
(The News)

•

[sic:] Incomes generated and expended by officials of Rivercess County have come under
scrutiny by citizens of the county for which they are calling for an audit of Senior Senator Jay
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Jonathan Banney and Representative Elizabeth Williams. The citizens through their
spokesman, who asked not to be named, told The NEWS in Yarkpa Town, Rivercess County
Monday that monies collected from pit sawyers were not used for the development of their
county. He said a plank committee set up by the Rivercess Legislative Caucus collects
L$8,000.00 from each truckload of timber. The citizens’ spokesman pointed out that the plank
committee was constituted since 2006 and alleged that Senator Jonathan Banney dictates to
the committee as to how the money should be used without the input of citizens. He claimed
that citizens have been informed that L$1.4 million was used to renovate the Cestos City Hall.
“The money from the plank committee is given to Senator Banney; when the fees are
collected from pit sawyers, the committee gives it directly to Senator Banney; he ordered
that no money should be used without his approval,” the spokesman for the citizens alleged.
He noted that usage of the L$1.4 million was not transparent and nobody has given account
of the money. “Only Senator Banney and Elizabeth Williams are signatories to the account of
the fees collected in the county. We want the Rivercess Caucus to give account of the
money,” he stressed.

Radio Summary
Star Radio (News culled today from website at 10:00 am)

Visiting Nigerian Pastor Arrested for 'Sexual Exploitation'
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Police in Monrovia have charged a visiting Nigerian Pastor with sexually exploitation and
terroristic threat. A 21-year old Liberian, Martha Wonah told the Police that Pastor Peter
Abuya invited her for prayers because, according to him, the spirit of death hanged over her.
Martha said Pastor Abuya he took her into his room and undressed her and abused her.
She said Pastor Abuya used charms to hypnotize her before carrying out the sexual act on
two different occasions.
Pastor Abuya admitted to Star Radio he had sex with the victim on two occasions but argued
it was at the consent of Martha.
Pastor Abuya explained Martha only reported the incident after he threatened her with death
for allegedly stealing his mobile phone.
According to the police, the case would be forwarded to the New Kru Town Magisterial Court
on Bushrod Island on Friday.
The Police also sent the victim to Medicine San Frontier clinic in Clara Town for medical checkup.

Seven Liberians Stranded in Togo
•
•
•
•
•

About seven Liberian refugees are reported stranded in the West African State of Togo. The
Liberians fled to Togo from Ghana where they were being chased and allegedly humiliated by
Ghanaian security forces.
Montserrado County Representative Kettehkumuehn Murray said the stranded Liberians have
been sending SOS call to him.
According to him, the stranded Liberians personally called and text him via mobile phone in
search of rescue.
Representative Murray said the Liberians are complaining of extreme hunger and could die if
nothing is urgently done to address their plight. He named the head of the stranded Liberians
in Togo as Madison Wion.
The Montserrado lawmaker said the stranded Liberian refugees are appealing for three
thousand US dollars to have them transported back home.

(Also reported on ELBC, Truth FM)

Family Members Search for Missing Hand of Victim in a Land Conflict
•

A search is underway in Maryland County for the missing hand of one of those killed in a
recent land dispute in the county. The land dispute turned violent on May 8 between the
people of Rock Town and Wetchoken.
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•
•
•

•

Residents of Wetchoken are carrying out the search to find the missing hand of the victim
who hailed from the town. Maryland County Senator John Ballout said the people of
Wetchoken are demanding the missing hand of their son before burying him.
Senator Ballout said the people of Wetchoken considered the missing hand of their dead son
as very significant in the process of reconciliation.
The Maryland Senator said the people of Wetchoken are suspecting something strange with
the missing hand of their dead kinsman. Senator Ballout said Police in Maryland are combing
the area where the bloody fight took place.
He told Star radio two persons from Wetchoken were killed with cutlasses and machetes and
that forty-two persons are in detention as prime suspects.
****
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United Nations Mission in Liberia (UNMIL)
UNMIL Public Information Office Complete Media Summaries
22 May 2008
[The media summaries and press clips do not necessarily represent the views of UNMIL.]

Newspaper Summary

Blah Claims his Daughter was Attacked While He Testified in The Hague
(New Democrat, Liberian Express)

•

•

•

Liberia's former President Moses Blah said Tuesday his daughter was assaulted on her way
home from school while he was testifying for the prosecution at the war crimes trial of his
predecessor, Charles Taylor. Blah told judges Tuesday about the attack on his fifth day of
testimony.
"Three or four days ago, my daughter was beaten by two men while coming from school,"
Blah said. He gave no further details of the attack or of his daughter's condition. He is the
most senior former Liberian government official to testify against Taylor since the trial began
in January.
Despite his senior position in Taylor's militia and government, the Defense team during crossexamination sought to downplay the notion that Mr. Blah was an insider and had knowledge
on Taylor-RUF links.

Agriculture Minister Says Liberia Has Enough Food
(The Inquirer, The News, Daily Observer)

•

•
•

•

Amidst rumours that there is food shortage on the Liberian market, Agriculture Minister, Dr.
J. Chris Toe has assured that in spite of the unprecedented increases in global food prices,
the country still has enough food stocked-piled in its warehouses to ensure that its citizens
are fed.
The Minister has also cautioned Liberians to engage into diversity farming and produce other
food crops that would also nourish the body instead of just concentrating on rice, which is the
nation's staple food.
Addressing the United Nations Mission in Liberia (UNMIL) weekly briefing on Wednesday, Dr.
Toe, flanked by the UN Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) Country Representative in
Liberia, Dr. Winfred Hammond, explained that the Liberian Government is doing everything in
its power to ensure that food be available and affordable on the market.
According to him, as a country that imports 100% of its fuel products and over 60% of its
major grains, Liberia is vulnerable and its post-conflict stability could be imperilled by these
international developments, especially in the continuous increase in global food prices.

USAID/LCIP Embarks On 150-Mile Road Rehabilitation
(The News)

•

The Liberia Community Infrastructure Program (LCIP) with funding from the United States
Agency for International Development (USAID) has embarked on the rehabilitation of the
150-mile road linking Grand Bassa, Rivercess and Sinoe counties. The project which also
includes the renovation of the Greenville Administration Building is valued at US$1.3 million.
The Team Leader of LCIP, Mr. Jim Clarke said the services of five firms have been contracted
to construct cross drainage system along the road which is currently ongoing. He explained
that the contractors are working on various segments along the road at Timbo Bridge,
Yarkpa’s Town and Sanquin Bridge in Bassa, Rivercess and Sinoe Counties respectively.
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Clarke also disclosed that the Greenville Administration Building is undergoing renovation,
and that if the rain does not fall too much, the entire project would be completed by July.
Government Rejects CEMENCO’s Proposal for Price Increment
(The News)

•

The Government of Liberia says it has rejected a request from CEMENCO to increase the price
of cement on the market. Deputy Information Minister Cletus A. Sieh told a news conference
yesterday that government has turned down a proposal to increase the price of cement. Mr.
Sieh said the price of cement would remain the same noting that government will study the
CEMENCO’s increment proposal. However, Deputy Minister Sieh disclosed that CEMENCO
through the initiative of the Ministry of Commerce has embarked on program to increase its
distributors from 40 to 100 by the end of May because the hike in the price of cement has
been attributed to the limited number of distributors of cement in Liberia.

Liberian President Signs Book of Condolence at Chinese Embassy
(The Inquirer)

•

•

President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf says the Government of Liberia is profoundly saddened over
the massive destruction and loss of lives resulting from a powerful earthquake which hit
central China early this week.
•
The President, who led senior Government officials to the Chinese Embassy to sign a
book of condolence, said the people of Liberia join the government and people of China as
they endure this difficult moment in the history of their country. The Liberian leader
requested Chinese ambassador Zhou Yuxiao to convey the Government's heartfelt sentiments
to President Hu Jintao and the Government and people of China, adding, "Liberia stands with
you during these difficult moments." The President expressed the hope that God will grant the
people of China the fortitude and courage to endure the losses.
The Chinese Ambassador thanked the Liberian President for the visit and solidarity
demonstrated towards the people of China. He described the disaster in his country as the
worst China has ever witnessed. Rescue efforts, the Chinese ambassador said, were being
hampered due to the rough terrain, but he added that rescue workers, numbering about
200,000, have been able to open up roads which had been blocked

Voluntary Repatriation Gains Momentum
(The Inquirer)

•

•

[sic] The voluntary repatriation of Liberian refugees from the region is gaining momentum
with 567 persons assisted to return between 7-18 May bringing to 833 the number of those
repatriated since the Agency resumed large-scale organized repatriation of Liberian refugees
on 13 April.
Over the last 11-day period, 371 Liberians returned from Ghana, 41 from Nigeria and 155
from Guinea. An extra 61 return movement has been reported from Sierra Leone while some
200 refugees spontaneously returned by road through the Liberia/Cote d’Ivoire border in
Grand Gedeh County. UNHCR and the Liberia Refugee Repatriation and Resettlement
Commission (LRRRC) have solicited the support of border guards to facilitate these returns as
well. UNHCR’s main Government counterpart, LRRRC, is managing a 250-person capacity
transit centre on the Monrovia-Robertsfield Highway. The centre is established for the
processing of refugees returning home through the Roberts International Airport, most of
whom come from Ghana and Nigeria.

Radio Summary
Star Radio (News culled today from website at 8:35 am)
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US$3m to Renovate Burnt Executive Mansion
• In an interview, Budget Bureau Director Augustine Ngafuan says US$3 million has been
allocated in the draft 2008/2009 National Budget for the renovation of the Executive
Mansion.
• Mr. Ngafuan said the allotment forms part of the General Claims and contingent portion of
the draft budget and said of the US$3 million, one million is allocated in the base budget
while the remaining forms part of the contingent budget.
• The 4th floor of the Executive Mansion was gutted by fire in 2006 during programs making
the celebrations of Liberia’s Independence Day.
• Presidents Ellen Johnson Sirleaf, John Kuffour of Ghana, Ivorian President Laurent Gbargbo
and former Sierra Leonean President Ahmed Tejan Kaba survived the fire incident.
(Also reported on Truth F.M. and ELBC)

President Sirleaf Says Ban on Food Export is in National Security Interest
• Speaking to journalists in Monrovia, President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf acknowledged that the
ban placed on the export of rice and livestock by Liberia and Guinea sends a wrong signal
for cooperation in the region.
• The President however said the decisions were taken to protect national interest.
• President Sirleaf who chairs the Mano River Union (MRU) said member countries agreed to
collaborate in addressing the food crisis but without endangering national interest.
(Also reported on Truth F.M. and ELBC)

Ghanaian Ambassador to Liberia Acknowledges Presence of Illegal Ghanaians
• Ghanaian Ambassador to Liberia Francis Adu Amanfoh says the embassy is aware of the
presence of hundreds of Ghanaians illegally residing in the country but attributed the situation
to the lack of enforcement of immigration laws.
• Ambassador Amanfoh said Ghanaians have lived along the coast of Liberia for years without
documents but encouraged those residing in the country illegally to register with the
immigration bureau now that the laws are being enforced.
• The Ghanaian ambassador’s statement comes in the wake of the arrest and detention of
Liberians in Ghana for allegedly living in the country illegally.
(Also reported on Truth F.M. and ELBC)

Armed Robbers Raid Telecom Community, Rape Women
• Reports say armed robbers on Wednesday morning raided the Paynesville Telecom Community
outside Monrovia, raping two women.
• Correspondents say the eight men armed with machetes and other deadly weapons broke into
the home of the victims demanding money and mobile phones before raping their victims.
EPA Alarms over Destruction of National Reserve Forest
• The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) said it is worried over the level of destruction at
the Sapo National Park.
• The EPA South-eastern Coordinator, Edward Wingba said Liberians living in the park are
carrying out illicit mining, fishing, hunting and farming to sustain them.
• Mr. Wingba said pit sawers from Grand Gedeh have also encroached on the virgin forest in the
county but that government was working along with some international NGO’s including
Conservation International to find alternative livelihood for those involved.

*****
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Voice of America
Monday, 26 May 2008
Former Congo Rebel Leader May Face Trial at The Hague
By Howard Lesser
Washington, DC
Former Congolese rebel leader Jean-Pierre Bemba has been arrested in Belgium for serious crimes
allegedly committed in the Central African Republic (CAR) six years ago. Bemba, a former Congolese
vice president, has been in self-imposed exile from the DRC since April of last year when he fled the
country. Although he continued to serve as a senator representing the capital Kinshasa, Bemba remained
in Europe after charging that he and his Movement for the Liberation of Congo rebel group (MLC) were
being targeted by the government of President Joseph Kabila. DRC Ambassador to the United Nations
Christian Ileka says that the International Criminal Court (ICC) charges stem from alleged atrocities
committed after former CAR President Ange-Felix Patasse had invited in Bemba’s MLC forces to help
put down a coup plot.
“You will remember that some years ago, the MLC was asked by then-President Patasse to help him with
his struggle with his own rebellion, and the forces of MLC went to Central Africa, and apparently, they
did some gross violations of human rights according to what we have heard and what we have read,” he
said.
In addition to the crimes human rights activists accused MLC rebels of committing in the CAR, Bemba
and his northern Congolese fighters were singled out by opponents during his 2006 presidential campaign
against Joseph Kabila with allegations of cannibalism for having eaten pygmies during the 2002 fighting.
He denied the charges. The reasons why it took five years to prosecute him, according to Ambassador
Ileka are complex, but stem from the criminal court’s involved process of carrying out the 2000 Rome
statute that allowed foreign governments to pursue alleged war criminals living outside their countries and
the nations where their alleged crimes were carried out.
“The Rome statute, according to the ICC, just went into force in 2002, I think. Actually, DRC was the
sixtieth signatory. And then there were also all the procedures in putting in place the international
tribunal. So that took a while. And most of the persons who had been arrested by the ICC are Congolese.
And this is not beautiful looking for our country, but that is just how it is,” he said.
Pursuit of Bemba in order to send him to trial at the court in the Hague was begun a year ago by ICC chief
prosecutor Luis Moreno-Ocampo. His arrest comes after 14 months of self-imposed exile from the DRC,
which he left in April, 2007 to travel to Portugal to seek medical treatment for a broken leg. Bemba has
not returned home since then, voicing concerns for his personal safety. After insisting that he was being
targeted by the Kabila government, Bemba has remained in Europe. Although he continues to hold a
Kinshasa Senate seat that he won after losing a 2006 presidential election run-off to Kabila, he holds no
immunity from being prosecuted for international crimes. Ambassador Ileka says the DRC is playing no
part in the charges filed against Bemba and that the transfer from Belgium to the Netherlands court can be
carried out if the charges hold up for prosecution.
“Bemba has been arrested upon request from the CAR, so the president, Bozize, requested the arrest,
which the Belgian authorities did. I think that if I read the news correctly, what was presented to the
Belgian prosecutor, who confirmed the arrest, and then the Belgian prosecutor has to wait until the ICC
sends to Belgium all the needed files in order to know that at least he has to release him or to send him to
the Hague,” he noted.
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In an apparently separate development, the Kinshasa government has recalled its ambassador from
Belgium to protest criticisms of Congo’s reform efforts that were made by Belgian Foreign Minister Karel
De Gucht. Belgium reportedly gives its former African colony about 315 million dollars in aid each year.
DRC UN Ambassador Ileka says he believes the latest strains between Brussels and Kinshasa should not
complicate any aspects of Jean-Pierre Bemba’s detention, prosecution, or transfer. However, the UN
envoy says it is possible that Bemba’s case could take on an aura of celebrity equivalent to the attention
being given to the ICC prosecution of former Liberian President Charles Taylor.
“In my personal view, as to something like with Charles Taylor, we have some evidence regarding what
he did in CAR. But then, all the things which were violations which were done during the rebellion in the
DRC – for example, we have this history about eating human flesh of the pygmies and everything –
everything will come up at a certain point. I think we will have some Congolese families who are going
to file against Bemba for those things,” he pointed out.
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Special Court Supplement
Special Court football match against IMATT
Saturday, 24 May 2008
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